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We present a method for combining the feature extraction power of neural networks with model
based dimensionality reduction, to produce linguistically motivated low dimensional measurements
of sounds. Our method works by first training a convolutional neural network (CNN) to predict
linguistically relevant category labels from the spectrograms of sounds. We then define idealized
models of these categories as probability distributions in a low dimensional measurement space,
with locations chosen to reproduce, as far as possible, the perceptual characteristics of the CNN. To
measure a sound, we find the point in our measurement space for which the posterior probability
distribution over categories in the idealized model most closely matches the category probabilities
output by the CNN for that sound. In this way we are able to use the feature learning power of the
CNN to produce low dimensional measurements. We demonstrate our method using monophthongal
vowel categories to train our CNN, and produce measurements in two dimensions. We also show
that the perceptual characteristics of our CNN are similar to those of human listeners.
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I. INTRODUCTION

We propose a method which combines the feature ex-
traction capabilities of machine learning models1–3 with a low
dimensional probabilistic model of sound categories, to pro-
duce low dimensional sound measurements. We achieve this
by training a convolutional neural network4 (CNN) to recog-
nize a given set of sound categories, then we map its output to
d-dimensional space, denoted Rd, using our low dimensional
model. We present an example of the approach in which the
categories are taken to be the phoneme set used to transcribe
vowels in the TIMIT corpus5, and d = 2. We first review the
strengths and weaknesses of existing methods of measure-
ment in order to motivate and contextualize our own method.

A. Formants

There are many ways to measure speech sounds. In the
case of vowels, a common practice is to extract formants6–10.
There are at least two definitions of the term “formant”8.
According to the American National Standards Institute11:
“[given] a range of frequencies in which there is an abso-
lute or relative maximum in the sound spectrum …the fre-
quency [unit, hertz (Hz)] at the maximum is the formant fre-
quency.” In practice peaks are sought in a smoothed version
of the sound spectrum (e.g. in the spectral envelope12). An
alternative definition is that formants are resonances of the
supra-glottal vocal tract12–14. Obtaining accurate and consis-
tent formant measurements using either definition is not a
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fully solved problem8,15,16. Manual adjustment of algorithm
parameters is often needed to find the “right” formants15,
as judged, for example, by visual inspection of the spectro-
gram. Further, gold standard measurements either require
some form of human intervention8,17 to detect or correct for-
mants if they are of real speech, or use artificially simpli-
fied or synthesized sounds. One promising new technique for
formant measurement is deep learning18, which allows ma-
chines to make human-like judgements, learned from hand-
annotated corpora. In effect, such systems incorporate human
judgement into the definition of formants.

To give a simplified illustration of the challenges in-
volved in measuring formants, Figure 1 shows the mel-filtered
log power spectrum from the midpoint of an [ʊ] vowel. The
spectrogram is also shown, from which we might reasonably
discern four high energy bands. Their locations correspond
approximately to the mean formants of this vowel in Ameri-
can males19. Even after the smoothing effect of mel-filtering,
the mid-point spectrum has many local peaks, and in order
to pick out the four bands algorithmically a minimum peak
width must be specified, or further smoothing applied. In
general, detecting broad spectral peaks or estimating vocal
tract resonances involves choosing between algorithms and
selecting parameters. This makes it difficult to find a single
universal measurement method.

Despite measurement challenges, formants have proven
useful in many applications, including studies of vowel
perception10,20, dialect comparison21, measurement of vowel
systems19, speech synthesis22 and analysis of vocal tract
configuration13,23. Their effectiveness in applications derives
from the resonant nature of vowels, with formants approxi-
mating the frequencies of these resonances, and correlating to
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FIG. 1. Left: mel-filtered dB power spectrum at midpoint of [ʊ].
Peaks (red lines) automatically detected at 383 Hz, 862 Hz, 2570
Hz and 2980 Hz using min peak width 1.5 filter bands. Aver-
age male formants for this vowel19 are F1 =469Hz, F2 =1122Hz,
F3 =2434Hz, F4 =3400Hz. Right: spectrogram image of the same
vowel with red lines at peak locations. Yellow line marks midpoint.
See section II A for details of spectrogram calculations.

the traditional phonological parameters of tongue height and
backness23.

B. Moving beyond formants

The spectrogram, a matrix giving the Fourier power
spectra24 of a sound signal at a sequence of times, pro-
vides a near-complete description of voices (it can be used
to perform near-perfect reconstruction25,26). Spectrograms
are high-dimensional objects—their matrices typically con-
tain thousands of entries, and it is often useful to condense
the information they contain into a smaller number of parame-
ters. This may be seen as a form of dimensionality reduction2,
where high dimensional data is projected to a low dimensional
space via some mathematical procedure or machine learning
model such as principle component analysis (PCA)2 or a vari-
ational autoencoder27. The aim is to capture the “essence” of
the data using as few dimensions as possible. In this context,
formant measurements may be viewed as a highly specialized
and effective low dimensional representation of the spectro-
gram: the information they contain is particularly relevant
linguistically.

A useful property of generally applicable dimensional-
ity reduction methods like PCA is that there is no constraint
on the amount of information retained about the high dimen-
sional objects they represent. We can increase the dimension
of the low-dimensional representation until it contains suffi-
cient information about the high dimensional objects for our
purposes. This is not the case with formants, because they
capture only the locations of spectral peaks, meaning that
there are important characteristics of sounds that they can-
not measure effectively, such as vowel nasality28. If we want
a single measurement method which can be systematically
expanded to measure progressively more subtle variations in
sounds, then we must look beyond them.

C. Full spectral measures

The fact that formants do not capture all the linguisti-
cally relevant information in the spectrum has led researchers
to explore “whole spectrum measures”9,10. One approach is
to measure further characteristics such as the amplitudes and
widths of spectral peaks and spectral tilt9,10,28. An alterna-
tive set of features, which can be unambiguously calculated,
are Mel frequency cepstral coefficients29 (MFCCs). These
are obtained by first filtering the spectrum from each window
into overlapping bands (using triangular band filters) which
are equally spaced on the Mel scale30, and then applying a
discrete cosine transform which decorrelates the filter bank.
The MFCCs are then the first 12 or 13 coefficients of the
transform (higher coefficients contain less relevant informa-
tion). MFCCs are very effective for phoneme classification
(79.3% accuracy on TIMIT31) when combined with Boltz-
mann Machines32, a precursor to neural networks. MFCCs
offer a powerful low dimensional representation of sounds,
and are commonly used spectral features in automatic speech
recognition (ASR)3,33, but the coefficients themselves do not
have a linguistic interpretation.

Recently CNNs have been used to learn features directly
from the raw audio waveform for phoneme recognition34 and
ASR35,36. Training a CNN to generate phone class probabili-
ties directly from the raw waveform can increase performance
in Hidden Markov Model ASR compared to systems which
extract MFCCs as a first step35. Interestingly, the filters in the
first convolution layer appear to automatically learn formant-
like information from the signal35.

D. Machine-perceptual measurement systems

Our motivation for the present work is the idea that an
automatic dimensionality reduction method which was both
linguistically motivated, and able to capture unlimited infor-
mation about the sounds it represented, would be a useful
tool. We have seen that formants are an important feature of
the speech signal, but their definition constrains the amount
of information they contain. Combining them with other di-
rect measurements of the spectrum such as peak heights and
widths preserves more information, but leaves us with prac-
tical problems of automatic measurement and ambiguities of
definition. Such ad hoc collections of measurements also do
not constitute a unified system which can be expanded in a
systematic way to capture more information. MFCCs are a
more complete and well defined representation, but with no
direct linguistic interpretation. Neither of the above systems
capture properties of sounds characterised by changes through
time, which would require multiple time windows to be sum-
marised simultaneously.

Modern machine learning methods are able to take
high dimensional representations and extract human-readable
information, most notably orthographic representations
(“speech-to-text” systems). Is there a way to utilize these
methods to generate a low-dimensional representation of
sounds which is capable of accurately measuring any acous-
tic distinction in which we are interested? One approach to
developing such a system is to begin with a set of sound cate-
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gories which capture the distinctions that are important to us,
and to use the output of a machine learning model which is
trained to recognise them as a basis for constructing a map-
ping to a low dimensional space. In this paper we perform this
mapping using a model of the categories as probability dis-
tributions in Rd. We arrange these distributions so that their
overlap is consistent with the similarity between categories
perceived by the machine.

The idea of representing perceptual differences between
categories of sounds using locations in a low dimensional
space may be traced back to Daniel Jones’ cardinal vowel
chart37. Quantitative attempts to construct perceptual charts
came later38,39. In particular, Shepard38 defined a symmet-
ric similarity metric between phonemes, based on a confu-
sion matrix, C. The element Cij gives the fraction of times
that a group of listeners identified phoneme i as phoneme j.
Phonemes were then placed or “embedded” in Rd so as to
minimize the squared error between similarities and an expo-
nential function of their separation. Embedding of this kind
does not define a measurement system because it cannot be
used to map individual sounds to points in Rd. In our system
the experimental listeners are replaced with a machine which
we can repeatedly present with new sounds, allowing them to
be mapped individually to Rd.

E. Outline of paper

Our measurement system consists of three parts. First,
in section II A, we train a CNN to recognize the categories
(TIMITmonophthongs5 in our example), and compare its per-
ceptual characteristics to those of human listeners in section
II B. Second, in section II C, we embed categories in Rd so
that each is represented by a standard position. Third, in sec-
tion II D, we define a method for mapping individual sounds
into this space so that their proximity to the standard posi-
tions is a measure of their similarities to these categories. In
section III we present results for the case d = 2, yielding a
two dimensional vowel chart to which individual sounds can
be mapped. The embedding results are presented in section
III A and the behaviour of the measurement system in sec-
tion III B. A simple application to dialect variation is given
in section III C. Section IV discusses further steps to turn our
concept into a practical system.

II. METHODOLOGY

A. Data preparation and CNN training

For the example systemwe construct in this paper, we use
acoustic data from the TIMIT corpus5. This contains record-
ings (16kHz sample rate) of 630 speakers representing 8 ma-
jor dialect divisions of American English, with each speaker
uttering 10 sentences. It also includes time-aligned phonetic
transcriptions of every sentence into ARPAbet40. We will be
interested in monophthongal vowels, listed in Table I.

Training and test data for our CNN, in the form of spec-
trogram images, were generated from TIMIT sentences by
first extracting the isolated monophthongal vowels in table I,
and surrounding them with near-silence. The signal for each

TABLE I. ARPAbet monophthongs from TIMIT, IPA representa-
tion, the example word (assumed spoken in American English) given
in TIMIT documentation5, and the relative occurrence frequency of
the character out of all monophthongs in TIMIT. A more accurate
IPA representation of the ARPAbet symbol /ao/ is /ɒ/, but we use
/ɔ/ for consistency with the standard conversion40,41.

ARPAbet IPA Example Freq. (%)
iy i beet 12.1
ix ɨ debit 15.0
ih ɪ bit 8.8
eh ɛ bet 6.7
ae æ bat 7.0
aa ɑ bott 5.3
ao ɔ bought 5.1
uh ʊ book 0.9
uw u boot 1.0
ux ʉ toot 3.3
ah ʌ but 4.0
ax ə about 6.3
ax-h ə̥ suspéct 0.7
er ɜ˞ bird 3.6
axr ə˞ butter 5.9

vowel and its surrounding silence was then transformed to a
spectrogram by dividing into overlapping windows of length
32 ms (29 sample points), with each window shifted forward
by 4 ms (26 sample points) with respect to the last. Window
length was selected to optimize frequency resolution without
violating the assumption of approximate stationarity (“con-
stant” sound) in each window. For reference, 95% of the
vowels in TIMIT are longer than 30ms, with a mean length
of 104ms, which is over three times the window length. A
Hamming window24 was applied to each signal window be-
fore taking the fast Fourier transform (FFT)24. A 64-band
Mel filter bank was then applied to the Fourier power spec-
trum and the lowest 50 bands were retained, corresponding
to a maximum frequency of 4210 Hz, which is high enough
to contain F1, F2 and F3 for all speakers19. The Mel filtered
spectrum was then converted to the decibel scale, and 50-
window sequences centred on each monophthong were ex-
tracted, generating a 50 × 50 real valued matrix for each
vowel, covering a time period of 200ms. This choice of ma-
trix size was made in order to retain the essential cues for
vowel identification by human listeners (the first three for-
mants and vowel length) whilst keeping training times low.
We found that larger matrices (70× 70) with increased spec-
tral range and detail, and covering a longer time period, im-
proved the classification performance of our CNN by at most
≈ 0.5%. Example spectrograms are shown in Figure 2. Infor-
mation about the length of each vowel is implicitly contained
in the different widths of the central dark bands. The im-
ages also contain information about time-dependent spectral
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FIG. 2. Spectrogram images (50×50) of a sample of vowel sounds,
labelled by their IPA character.

changes within each vowel, which provide perceptual cues to
the identity of both diphthongs and monophthongs42. The set
of matrix-label pairs is divided into training and test sets us-
ing the TIMIT recommended split5 so that no speaker appears
in both. From table I we see that the numbers of examples of
each phoneme class in TIMIT are imbalanced, which can re-
duce classification performance. Buda et al.43 showed that in
CNNs, creating equal sized categories by random oversam-
pling of the minority classes was the most effective method
to improve performance in almost all scenarios. We adopted
this approach using the imbalanced-learn library44.

Our aim is to train a CNN to identify the phonetic label
of these vowel spectrograms. Because this learner is standing
in for a human listener, we want it to possess typical human-
like perceptual characteristics. Because we are interested in
characterising the properties of isolated monophthongs, we
have deliberately removed all information about surrounding
sounds. Because of this we do not expect to reach levels of
classification accuracy obtained in previous work on TIMIT31
(≈ 80%) which utilized contextual information in the speech
signal. We will be satisfied with an error rate similar to that
of humans (≈ 70% accuracy for vowels45). The CNN is a
class of deep learning model inspired by the organization of
the animal visual cortex46,47, the practical utility of which was
first demonstrated by LeCun et al.48 (1989). The simple CNN
we use is similar in structure to AlexNet49. Although CNNs
were developed for image recognition, they have also been
used to analyse speech and other sounds, either by treating the
spectrogram as an image50–53, or by applying convolutional
filters to the raw signal35,36.

For readers unfamiliar with CNNs, we briefly explain
the architecture. The network is structured in layers, with
the input being a rectangular image. Our input images are
greyscale spectrograms. Each pixel is a “feature vector”
whose dimension—the number of “channels”—is referred
to as its depth. Initially channels represent colors, with
greyscale images having only one channel. Each convolu-
tion layer slides a filter over the input image which maps
each small square of pixels to a new pixel with a new fea-
ture vector, typically of different depth to the input (deeper,
usually). The filtered squares overlap so the resulting im-
age contains a similar number of pixels as the input. The
purpose of the filters is to extract features which are rele-
vant to the prediction task at hand. Convolution layers are
interspersed with max-pooling layers which downsample by
replacing each 2×2 square of pixels with a single pixel equal
to the maximum of the square in each channel, producing an

Convolution

Max pooling

Flatten

Dense

ɨ ɪ ɛ æə

Softmax output layer

Dropout

Spectrogram input

FIG. 3. Diagram of our CNN. The input is a 50× 50 single channel
spectrogram image. The convolution layers filter 3 × 3 squares of
pixels and have output depths 32, 64, and 128 respectively. Each
max pooling layer reduces each 2× 2 square of pixels into a single
pixel. Dropout rate is set to 50%. The dense (fully connected) layer
contains 256 rectified linear unit nodes, and the output layer consists
ofK softmax nodes whose output may be interpreted as probabilities
associated with each phoneme, given the input spectrogram.

image with a quarter the number of pixels. The output of the
final convolution layer is flattened into a vector, before “reg-
ularizing” by setting a random set of features to zero during
training (so-called “dropout”), to prevent over-fitting of the
network. This regularized output is then fed into a densely
connected layer of nodes (every node receiving every output
of the previous layer), which then feeds into an output layer.
This final layer contains K nodes, where K is the number of
different categories (for us, phonemes) in the training data.
For a given input to the network, the outputs of these nodes
represent the probabilities that the input was a spectrogram of
each of the K phonemes. The network is trained by adjust-
ing the weights of the filters and the dense layer to minimize
categorical cross entropy54 which measures its performance
at classifying a large set of training images. Figure 3 shows
the detailed structure of the network we use.

Our CNN is a “black box” in the sense that we cannot
control the features that it learns in order to distinguish be-
tween categories, and this introduces some opacity compared
to direct measurement approaches. However, this trade-off
brings rewards. We benefit from the feature extraction ca-
pabilities of the CNN, and we create a system which, once
trained, responds consistently to all sounds without the need
for parameter tweaking. We also have control over the choice
of categories and in the way we embed them in Rd. We argue
that if the machine is able to distinguish categories well, and
has similar perceptual characteristics to humans, then it is not
essential to control what features it uses to do this, provided
the meaning of positions in Rd is interpretable. In section IV
we indicate how data could be augmented with synthesized
sounds to link positions to traditional measures. In princi-
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ple it is possible to examine hidden layers to examine what
features the CNN is learning, but this is left for future work.

We implement our CNN (structure in Figure 3) in
Keras55 using a 16GB Nvidia GPU. The network is trained
using Root Mean Squared Propagation (RMSProp56) with a
learning rate of 10−4, batch size 32 (Keras default). 20% of
the TIMIT test data was used for validation. Network struc-
ture was determined by varying the number of convolution
layers and filters, the size of the dense layer and the dropout
rate to maximize validation accuracy. For our optimal net-
work structure, maximum validation accuracy was obtained
after 18 epochs. When we train on all monophthongs our
test set accuracy is 69%, increasing to 70% when r-coloured
vowels and de-voiced schwa are removed and to 76% when
we consider the vowels in table II (see section II B).

B. CNN behaviour

To understand the perceptual behaviour of the CNN, we
label our phonemes 1, 2, . . . ,K. Let X denote the acoustic
output that a speaker makes when uttering phoneme V . Both
X and V are random variables in the sense that before the
utterance is made, neither are known. For us, X is a spectro-
gram for that phoneme, belonging to a high dimensional space
RN with N = 2.5 × 103. Since different speakers produce
different acoustic outputs for the same phoneme, and may use
similar acoustic outputs to convey different phonemes, then
given X we cannot be certain of V . Given a realization x of
X , which is passed to the CNN, the kth output node gives the
probability, according to the CNN, that utterance x represents
phoneme k, written

pk(x) = P(V = k|X = x), (1)
where the notation P(A|B) means the probability of event A
conditional on the occurrence of event B. If we view train-
ing data as an unbiased sample from the joint distribution of
X and V then the outputs of a sufficiently flexible classifier
will converge to the true posterior probabilities P(V |X) with
increasing training set size. Neural network classifiers have
been shown to accurately approximate posterior probabilities
of this kind57, and these posterior estimates played an im-
portant role in the history of automatic speech recognition58.
Viewing the CNN as a proxy for a human listener, pk(x) rep-
resents the listener’s degree of belief that acoustic output x
was intended to represent phoneme k. This allows us to mea-
sure the similarity between two phonemes as the listener’s
degree of belief that phoneme j was intended by the talker
given that i was uttered, averaged over all utterances of i.
Writing Vt for the phoneme uttered, and Vl for the phoneme
heard (predicted) by the listener, we can write this similarity

Sij =
∑
x

P(Vl = j|X = x)P(X = x|Vt = i) (2)

=
∑
x

pj(x)P(X = x|Vt = i) (3)

= P(Vl = j|Vt = i). (4)

i æ u
Listener

i

æ

u

Ta
lke

r

76 10 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 6 0 0

8 46 10 1 0 2 0 5 2 5 1 3 15 2 0

1 15 51 9 1 9 1 2 0 1 2 2 4 2 0

1 3 17 70 3 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 2 3 61 8 24 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0

0 2 11 4 10 44 7 7 0 0 1 9 2 1 0

0 0 0 0 16 3 74 3 1 0 0 1 0 1 0

0 8 4 0 1 9 3 43 5 5 1 11 6 3 0

0 2 0 0 0 1 3 6 67 14 1 2 2 1 1

7 7 1 0 0 0 0 2 9 63 2 1 6 2 1

0 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 57 0 0 31 0

0 3 2 0 1 7 1 6 2 0 0 58 13 3 4

6 16 4 0 0 1 0 3 1 4 0 13 44 3 4

0 2 2 0 1 1 1 2 1 2 22 4 4 56 1

1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 6 6 2 81

FIG. 4. Similarity matrix S estimated from our trained CNN us-
ing TIMIT test data. Each row i gives the conditional probabilities
P(Vl = j|Vt = i) (as percentages) with i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . ,K}.
Numerical phoneme labels have been replaced with IPA symbols
for interpretability.

The notation ∑
x represents a sum over all possible utter-

ances. To approximate Sij we replace the conditional proba-
bility P(X = x|Vt = i) with its empirical distribution in the
dataset. The similarities form a matrix with rows equal to the
average output (a probability mass function) of the CNN for
each input phoneme. The result is displayed in Figure 4.

We now investigate how well the behaviour of our CNN
approximates that of a human listener. Human-perceptual
similarities between phonemes may be measured experimen-
tally by asking listeners to identify sounds selected at ran-
dom from a predefined set9,45,59. When hearing a phoneme,
participants must guess what member of the predefined set
it represents. The responses of a group of listeners may be
summarized by their collective confusion matrix, the rows
of which give the probabilities that a single phoneme will be
identified as each of the others in the test set. In the studies of
Zahorian and Jagharghi9 and Cutler et al.45, which determine
confusion matrices for American English vowels, including
acoustic context (preceding or following phonemes or parts
thereof), had a small but statistically significant effect on the
error rate (< 6%). Zahorian9 also compared human confusion
matrices to machine classifiers, finding the greatest similar-
ity (correlation coefficient 0.74 between machine and human
confusion matrices) when using time series of the discrete co-
sine of the spectrum as predictors in a simple neural network.

The experimental conditions, phoneme contexts, and
phoneme sets used in experiments on human listeners differ
between studies, and from the TIMIT data used to train our
CNN. For this reason, we cannot directly compare confusion
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probabilities from different experiments. An alternative is to
compare probability rankings within the intersection of the
phoneme sets used in two studies. By definition such com-
parisons are invariant to factors (e.g. context, noise, phoneme
set) which change the magnitudes of probabilities without
changing their order. We perform two comparisons: first be-
tween our CNN and the larger and more recent human study
(Cutler45), and then between the two human studies. Table II
lists, for each of the nine monophthongs in both Cutler and
TIMIT, the five most common predictions made by human lis-
teners and by our CNN on the TIMIT test data. We also list
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient for each phoneme,
along with the corresponding p values (average p̄ = 0.030),
which provide strong evidence against the null hypothesis of
no correlation. The average correlation over all phonemes
is ρ̄ = 0.75. Table II reveals a strong correspondence be-
tween the order of phonemes identified by the two methods,
with differences in ranking often involving the exchange of
phonemes which occupy nearby locations on the IPA chart.
To benchmark the value of Spearman’s ρ we make the same
comparison between Cutler and the steady vowel confusion
matrix of Zahorian (this gives the closest correspondence to
TIMIT, and the closest overall identification rate to Cutler).
We find ρ̄ = 0.73. The fact that the correlation between
the most detailed human study and the CNN is comparable
to (slightly greater than) the correlation between the human
studies indicates that our CNN provides a reasonable approx-
imation to human perceptual characteristics.

To verify that the pattern of perceptual similarities gen-
erated by our CNN is robust to the choice of model, we
also trained a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) with ReLU hid-
den layer sizes (100,50,25,25) to predict categories using the
first 100 principal components of our spectrograms, achiev-
ing 64% test accuracy. The average Spearman’s rank cor-
relation between the rows of the CNN and MLP similarity
matrices was ρ̄ = 96% with mean p-value 10−7, indicating a
very strong correspondence between the perceptual rankings
of the two models. To test the sensitivity of our CNN model
used for measurement in section III to the random seed used
for network weight initialization we retrained the model ten
times with different seeds, finding a mean rank correlation
ρ̄ = 98% between rows of the similarity matrices obtained
using different seeds. The standard deviation in classification
accuracy on test data of differently seeded models is 0.3%.

To summarize this subsection: we used a well known
CNN architecture48,49 to create a full spectrogram connected-
speech phoneme classifier, which we showed to have human-
like perceptual characteristics. We also defined a metric of
similarity: the average degree of belief among listeners that
utterances of phoneme j by talkers were intended as phoneme
i. We now explain how this classifier and perceptual similar-
ity metric can be used to embed phonemes in Rd, and then
measure individual utterances by mapping them to this space.

TABLE II. For each of the nine monophthongs occurring in both
TIMIT and Cutler45 (VC pattern), the five most common predicted
phonemes from the same set are listed in order of the frequency with
which they are predicted by humans and our CNN (using the test
data). Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient, ρ, calculated from all
nine ranks is also given, with average over all phonemes ρ̄ = 0.75.

Phoneme ρ (p-val) Listener 1 2 3 4 5
ɑ 0.92 (0.000) Human ɑ ɔ ʌ æ ɪ

CNN ɑ ɔ ʌ æ ɛ
æ 0.55 (0.124) Human æ ɛ ɔ ɪ ɑ

CNN æ ɛ ɑ ʌ ɪ
ʌ 0.77 (0.015) Human ʌ ɑ ɔ æ ʊ

CNN ʌ ɑ ɛ ɔ æ
ɔ 0.80 (0.010) Human ɔ ɑ ʌ ʊ æ

CNN ɔ ɑ ʌ ʊ u
ɛ 0.77 (0.016) Human ɛ ɪ æ ʌ i

CNN ɛ æ ɪ ʌ ɑ
ɪ 0.78 (0.013) Human ɪ ɛ i u ʌ

CNN ɪ ɛ i ʊ ʌ
i 0.82 (0.007) Human i ɪ ɛ u ɔ

CNN i ɪ u ʊ ɛ
ʊ 0.67 (0.050) Human ʊ ʌ u ɑ ɔ

CNN ʊ ʌ ɪ u ɛ
u 0.71 (0.031) Human u ʊ i ʌ ɔ

CNN u ʊ ɔ ɪ ʌ

C. Embedding method

When a phoneme k is uttered by a speaker, the probabil-
ity distribution of the output is

P(X = x|V = k). (5)
Our embedding method uses a low dimensional model, ψk(z),
of these distributions, where z is a point in our low dimen-
sional measurement space Rd. We think of z as the realiza-
tion of a random vector Z which represents the spectrogram
X after dimensionality reduction. The function ψk(z) is the
probability density function for random vectors Z represent-
ing phoneme k. The low dimensional version of the condi-
tional probability pk(x) defined in equation (1) is then

p̃k(z) = P(V = k|Z = z) =
ψk(z)∑K
j=1 ψj(z)

, (6)

where we have assumed a uniform prior over phonemes
(P(V = k) = 1/K). Our final measurement procedure is
defined as a function RN → Rd which maps spectrograms to
points in measurement space. The first step of this process
is to fix the locations of the low dimensional distributions.
In general we can allow ψk to belong to any family of valid
probability density functions, but for simplicity we here de-
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FIG. 5. Similarities (equation (9)) between one dimensional, unit
variance phonemes separated by {0, 1, . . . 5}.

fine them as d dimensional Gaussians

ψk(z) =
e−

1
2σ2 |z−µk|2

(2π)
d
2 σd

(7)

with means µ1, µ2, . . . , µK , and variance σ2. We refer to the
means as the “standard positions” of the phonemes.

We calculate the perceptual similarities between these
idealized phonemes by direct analogy with formula (3), but
with the sum over x replaced with an integral over z,

S̃ji =

∫
Rd

p̃i(z)ψj(z)dz (8)

=

∫
Rd

ψi(z)ψj(z)∑
k ψk(z)

dz. (9)

Here S̃ji denotes similarity in the idealized low dimensional
model. The integral in (9) is analytically intractable and pro-
hibitively slow to perform using quadrature, so we estimate
by monte carlo24. To illustrate the relationship between the
low dimensional model and the similarity, Figure 5 shows a
series of possible placements of a pair of phonemes in one
dimension, and the corresponding similarities.

Because we chose the distributions ψk(z) to all have the
same variance, the similarities so defined are symmetric, so
that every row and every column of S̃ sum to one. To se-
lect the positions µk we minimize the difference between S̃
and a symmetric approximation, S, to the true similarity ma-
trix. We choose S so that the sum of the squared differences
between its elements and the elements of S, given by∑

ij

(Sij − Sij)
2, (10)

is a small as possible, subject to the constraint that S is sym-
metric. This matrix may be found by numerical optimization.
We evolve positions through time using the following dynam-
ics

dµi

dt
= η

K∑
k=1

(Sik − S̃ik)
µk − µi

|µk − µi|
(11)

beginning from initial state {µ1(0), . . . , µK(0)}. Equa-
tion (11) pulls together phonemes whose idealized similar-

ity is less than the true (symmetrized) similarity, and repels
phonemes whose idealized similarity is greater. From Figure
4, we see that the similarities of many phonemes are very
small, meaning that the only constraint on their relative posi-
tion is that they must be separated by a distance significantly
greater than σ. This flexibility means that there may be many
equilibria of (11) which have similar levels of perceptual ac-
curacy, but lack an overall pattern which can be meaningfully
understood in terms of traditional linguistic variables such as
height and backness. We return to this point in section III A.
We will refer to the final configuration of standard positions,
once our embedding dynamics (11) has reached equilibrium,
as a vowel chart.

D. Measurement method

Having determined the standard positions, we now define
a mapping RN → Rd which allows us to measure individual
utterances. Given a spectrogram X belonging to RN we first
pass it to our CNN, which generates probabilities that X be-
longs to each possible phoneme. These probabilities form a
probability mass function over the phonemes

p(X) = (p1(X), p2(X), . . . , pK(X)). (12)
Our aim is to find a point z in our low dimensional space
Rd for which the corresponding idealized probability mass
function

p̃(z) = (p̃1(z), p̃2(z), . . . , p̃K(z)) (13)
provides a good approximation of p(X). This optimal fit is
obtained by viewing z as the parameter of a probability model
for p(X). That is, we view the probability mass function
p(X) as having been drawn from a probability distribution
parameterized by z. We use the K dimensional Dirichlet
distribution60,61 with probability density function

f(p;α) =

∏K
i=1 p

αi−1
i

B(α)
(14)

where α = (α1, . . . , αK) are parameters of the distribution.
The normalising constant is the multivariate Beta function
B(α) = (

∏K
i=1 Γ(αi))/Γ(

∑K
i=1 αi), where Γ is the gamma

function62. We choose
αi = Ap̃i(z) (15)

or equivalently α = Ap̃(z), where A > 0 is a constant which
controls how sharply peaked the distribution is. We take A =
103 (see section III B for details). With α given by (15), the
mean of the Dirichlet distribution is p̃(z) and its peak lies at

pi = p̃i(z) +O(A−1). (16)
In general it will not be possible to choose the free parameter
z so that p̃(z) = p(X), so we select it to make our CNN
output p(X) as probable as we can. That is we maximize
the “likelihood”, f(p(X);Ap̃(z)), of z, yielding estimate ẑ.
Since the peak of the distribution lies close to p̃(z), this will
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FIG. 6. Standard IPA chart showing the monophthongs in TIMIT,
excluding ə,˞ ɜ˞ and ə.̥ These positions are used as the initial condition
for the perceptual chart dynamics. The red polygon shows the con-
vex hull64 of these positions. The hull area is 9.25. Total variation
distance between chart and CNN: δ(S̃,S) = 0.276, occurring when
σ = 0.52.

occur when p̃(z) is close to p(X). That is, p̃(ẑ) should be a
good approximation to p(X).

III. RESULTS

We apply our embedding and measurement method to
the following set of 12 TIMIT monophthongs

P = {i, ɨ, ɪ, ɛ, æ, ɑ, ɔ, ʊ, u, ʉ, ʌ, ə}. (17)
We have excluded the r-coloured forms of ə and ɜ because
capturing this type of variation simultaneously with the acous-
tic variations which distinguish the members of P is not easily
achieved in two dimensions.

A. Perceptual vowel chart

As noted in section II C our evolution equation (11) may
have many different equilibria, which depend on the condi-
tions used to initialize it. To create a chart with a linguis-
tically sensible arrangement of sounds we use the standard
IPA chart63, shown in Figure 6, as the starting point of our
embedding process. Here we have used inverted axes for
consistency with formant charts where F1 and F2 typically
increase as height and backness decrease, and the separation
of cardinal vowel heights defines the unit of length. Back-
ness values were chosen to match the geometry of the IPA
quadrilateral. We write the IPA positions of the ith phoneme
as µIPAi . Although positions in the IPA chart are purely ordi-
nal, the overall arrangement encodes linguistically significant
relationships. By using these positions as the initial condition
for equation (11), we arrive at a chart with a similar structure
to the IPA, but where separations are (machine) perceptually
accurate.
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FIG. 7. Perceptual IPA chart showing the monophthongs in TIMIT,
excluding ə,˞ ɜ˞ and ə.̥ These positions are equilibria of equation (11).
The hull area is 9.23. Total variation distance to CNN δ(S̃,S) =

0.10.

To simplify comparison between the IPA and our per-
ceptual chart we adjust the variance (σ2) of the idealized
phoneme distributions during the embedding process, so that
the area of the perceptual chart’s convex hull (the smallest
convex polygon which encloses all points) remains equal to
the hull area of the IPA. In previous work the convex hull has
been used as a measure of acoustic variation in vowel produc-
tion by individual speakers65, and is similar to the notion of
vowel space area66. The result of the embedding process is
shown in Figure 7, where we have performed a final constant
coordinate shift so that [u] is located at the origin of the coor-
dinate system. We make this choice in the IPA chart because
[u] is the highest back vowel, and we retain this origin of
coordinates for consistency between the charts. In the per-
ceptual chart we label the horizontal and vertical axes as z2
and z1 respectively. These coordinates are analogous to back-
ness and height in the IPA or F2 and F1 in formant charts.
The standard deviation of the idealized phoneme distributions
which leads to a perceptual chart with the same hull area as
the IPA is σ = 0.488. The value of this parameter is not sig-
nificant linguistically, but controls the units of measurement.

To quantify the perceptual accuracy of different charts
we compute the average total variation distance (TVD)67,
written δ̄, between the rows of the perceptual similarity ma-
trix S̃ calculated from the standard positions {µk}, and the
symmetrized CNN similarity matrix S. Each row represents
a probability mass function, and the TVD between two prob-
ability mass functions is half the sum of the absolute devi-
ations between the probabilities they assign to each possible
value of the random variable they describe. The TVD lies be-
tween zero (identical distributions) and one (maximally dif-
ferent distributions). As a baseline measure, we generated
a large ensemble of random charts, with phoneme positions
drawn from the standard bivariate normal density. For each
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FIG. 8. Heat maps of kernel density estimates of phonemes mea-
sured from the TIMIT test data using A = 103, σ = 0.488. Contour
plots show idealized model densities ψv(z). In each plot, horizontal
(z2) and vertical (z1) axes cover the range 4 > zi > −2. Coordi-
nates decrease along axes, as in Figures 6, 7, 9, 10.

chart δ̄ was minimized with respect to the variance, σ2, of
the idealized phonemes. The resulting distance, δ̄ = 0.37,
is a measure of the perceptual accuracy of charts which are
constructed without regard for perceptual accuracy. By com-
parison, for the standard IPA chart (Figure 6), δ̄IPA = 0.28
and for our embedding (Figure 7), δ̄percept. = 0.10.

B. Measurement behaviour

To fully define our measurement system we must fix the
constant A. We find that our measurement method is max-
imally self consistent, in the sense that the distribution of
measurements has minimal TVD to the idealized phoneme
distributions, when A ≈ 103, so we set A = 103. Idealized
and measured phoneme distributions are shown in Figure 8.
Figure 9 is a scatter plot of the individual measured posi-
tions of the TIMIT test spectrograms, coloured according to
the phonemes which generated them. The mean measured
position of each phoneme are displaced with respect to the
modes of each phoneme cluster because the distributions of
measured points are skewed toward the phonemes which they
are most similar.

It is instructive to compare the results of our measure-
ment procedure with manually annotated “ground-truth” for-
mant measurements17 from TIMIT. Figure 10 shows the
distribution of F1 and F2 values, standardized by speaker
(Lobanov normalized), for the same set of phonemes used in
our study. Letting F̄i(s) and σ2

i (s) be the mean and variance
of all measurements of the ith formant of speaker s within the
set of 12 phonemes in P , the Lobanov normalized formants
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FIG. 9. Scatter plot of phonemes measured from TIMIT test data.
Phonetically labelled circles show average positions of each mea-
sured phoneme. Standard deviation of idealized phoneme model
σ = 0.488.
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FIG. 10. Lobanov normalized formant measurements (18) from all
time points in the VTR formant database17 which lie within the
phoneme utterances from the set P . Formant points are coloured
according to their phoneme, and phonetically labelled circles show
mean formant locations for each phoneme.
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for this speaker are defined

F lob
i =

Fi − F̄i(s)

σi(s)
. (18)

The mean normalized formant positions for each phoneme in
Figure 10 form a similar pattern to the phonemes in our per-
ceptual chart. This suggests that overlap in formant space is
closely related to machine-perceptual similarity in our chart.
This in turn suggests that the spectrogram features learned by
our CNN in pursuit of optimal classification accuracy include
features which are closely related to formants.

Our measurement system draws on the full spectrogram
to detect distinctions between the categories of sounds upon
which it is based. In principle this should allow it to place
sounds more precisely within measurement space than a sys-
tem based a small number of directly measured spectral prop-
erties, enabling it to detect finer variations in sounds. To il-
lustrate, we compare the extent to which each phoneme is
dispersed in our system, and in Lobanov normalized formant
space. We quantify dispersion using the ratio of the average
area occupied by each phoneme to the area, AH , of the con-
vex hull surrounding their mean locations. Phoneme area is
defined

AP = π
(
V(F lob

1 ) + V(F lob
2 )

) (19)
where V denotes sample variance. That is, AP is the area of
the circle with radius equal to the mean squared displacement
of the formants of a phoneme from its mean formant position.
The phoneme area ratio for phoneme v is then defined

ϕ(v) =
AP (v)

AH
. (20)

This measures the fraction of chart area taken up by phoneme
v. In Figure 10 the average area ratio is ϕ̄F = 1.00, compared
to ϕ̄Z = 0.22 in our measurement system (Figure 9). The
within category dispersion of our system is therefore 22%
the level of normalized F1, F2 dispersion. However, we em-
phasize that the ability of our system to make useful measure-
ments hangs crucially on the set of categories used to build
it. We discuss in section IV how our prototype could be gen-
eralized to a practical and broadly applicable measurement
system by moving beyond our current choice of the TIMIT
monophthongs as underlying categories.

C. Dialect variation

As a simple application of our system, we present an
example of dialect variation within TIMIT. Within the Cam-
bridge online survey of world Englishes (COSWE)68 (with
≈ 6 × 104 geographically tagged respondents from the
USA), answers to the question: “How do you pronounce
Mary/merry/marry?” show that the first vowel phonemes in
these words have merged for most US mainland speakers, ex-
cept for a distinctive hold-out area in the Northeast, centred on
Boston, New York City, and Philadelphia. As a result, words
like ⟨Carry⟩, which is relatively common in TIMIT, have re-
tained the original non-rhoticized æ in this geographical area.
Figure 11 shows kernel density estimates calculated from all
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FIG. 11. Kernel density estimates of the probability distribution of
vowel phonemes within utterances of the word ⟨Carry⟩ in TIMIT
test data. Left plot shows the distribution for the New York dialect
area, and right map shows the distribution for all other dialect areas
combined.

measurements of phonemes (from P) occurring in utterances
of ⟨Carry⟩ in the TIMIT test data, separated into the New
York dialect area, and the rest of the USA. The presence of a
cluster of sounds centred on the standard mean location of æ
in the New York dialect, and the absence of such sounds in
the remaining data, is consistent with the results of COSWE.

IV. DISCUSSION

Our scientific understanding of speech has been advanced
by our ability to measure its component sounds. These sounds
are complex structures, so quantitative representations which
capture the full extent of this complexity are necessarily high
dimensional. A widely used method is the spectrogram. It is
possible, with sufficient experience, to interpret spectrogram
images in linguistic terms. However, it is also useful to ex-
tract measurements which summarize its structure more sim-
ply. Perhaps the best known such measurements are the loca-
tions of spectral peaks (formants13), but other measures such
as peak widths, amplitudes and spectral tilt are also widely
used10,28.

The need to make sense of high dimensional data is a
challenge faced in many scientific fields, not just linguistics.
In response to this challenge, a wide range of methods have
been developed for automatic dimensionality reduction2. The
aim of these methods is to capture the essence of the high
dimensional data using a much lower dimensional represen-
tation. Perhaps the best known technique is principle com-
ponent analysis, but more modern methods such as t-SNE69
and autoencoders27 which use neural networks to learn effi-
cient representations of complex data, are increasingly widely
used.

Traditional measures summarizing the spectrogram on
one hand and automatic dimensionality reduction techniques
on the other share a common goal: to describe a complex ob-
ject in simple terms. Methods which automatically learn an
optimal low dimensional representation have two advantages
compared to traditional measures. First, there is no limit on
the features they can learn and the amount of complexity they
can capture. Second, once they have been trained, the map
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from high to low dimensional space is well defined, sidestep-
ping the problems of making spectral measurements. Our aim
has been to present a method for constructing low dimen-
sional representations of sounds which exploits the feature
learning power of CNNs (or other machine learning models),
which can be expanded to capture arbitrarily fine distinctions
between sounds by expanding the number of categories and
dimensions, and where the measurement space can be struc-
tured in a linguistically meaningful way.

Our method begins with a training set of vowel spectro-
grams, labelled by a set of linguistically motivated categories.
For convenience and comparison with traditional measures,
in our demonstration example we used the TIMIT5 phoneme
labels. A CNN4,47,48 is then trained to recognise these cat-
egories from the data, and in so doing must learn the spec-
trogram features which are most salient to their definition.
This network may be viewed as the feature extraction step
of our dimensionality reduction method. Using an idealized
model of these categories, they are embedded in a low di-
mensional space to reflect their machine-perceived closeness.
In our simple example, we found that the positioning of cat-
egories closely matches the mean locations of the first two
Lobanov normalized formants, suggesting that the CNN may
be extracting formant-like features.

To expand our prototype into a broadly applicable sys-
tem which is capable of measuring a wider range of variations
in sounds, we propose some further steps. First, we require
a much larger training set with category labels describing a
finer and wider range of variations. This could be achieved by
clustering phoneme spectrograms extracted (for example by
textless alignment70) from corpora covering a wide range of
speakers, languages, dialects, speech contexts, and styles. To
enhance the robustness of the system, training data obtained
under a wider variety of conditions than the TIMIT database,
which was recorded in a noise-isolated booth5, would be re-
quired. Conventional dimensionality reduction methods, for
example a variational autoencoder27, could facilitate cluster-
ing. Real speech data could also be combined with phonemes
synthesized71 based on traditional measures, and labelled ac-
cordingly. A CNN trained on this mixed data would be able
to measure the similarity of real sounds to each other, and
to objectively defined standards. Applying our embedding
step whilst anchoring the synthesized categories in fixed po-
sitions defined by the traditional measures used to generate
them, would endow positions in our low dimensional space
with an absolute meaning in terms of these measures. For ex-
ample we might anchor synthesized categories within a sub-
space defined by their formants, allowing extra dimensions to
describe deviations from these pure sounds. Such a system
would be able to use the full spectrum to meaningfully locate
any sound within the space whilst maintaining a link to tradi-
tional measures. Code demonstrating the example system we
have presented is publicly available72.
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